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Mating the Omega - Ada Stuart 2020-12-13
Mated to three large alpha shifters? No way, Leah decides. She might be
an omega, but who says she needs to follow every dust-covered tradition?
She would rather work on her studies than count male abs. Particularly
when those abs belong to three of her uncle’s most intimidating
enforcers. Unfortunately, her uncle is also the Alpha, the pack leader.
And he has too many unmated males to deal with. Still, Leah refuses to
solve the Alpha’s ‘problem’. Particularly not when she learns that her
fated mate is her childhood tormentor - and he wants to mate her with
two of his friends.. —————————- “Mating the Omega” is a steamy
hot Dubcon Reverse Harem Erotic Wolf Shifter Romance. Full length,
explicit sex scenes, standalone, no cheating or cliffhangers - and Happily
Ever After. Reader advisory: This story contains elements of nonconsensual sex, strong language, suicide thoughts and very explicit sex
scenes. Themes: Reverse Harem, Enemies to lovers, Happily ever after,
Opposites attract, Alpha male, Unrequited love, Matchmaker, Accidental
pregnancy, Arranged marriage, Love triangle, Menage, Protector, Return
to hometown, Wolf shifter, Pack life, Omega, Alpha NOTE: The cover has
been changed, but the content remains the same. ————— Excerpt: The
next morning, Leah tried to stick to her usual routines and ignore what
had happened yesterday. It wasn’t a great success. Her mind seemed to
be constantly churning on how she could avoid her fate. But so far, no
good ideas had come forward. She needed to calm down. That would
help her mind work more efficiently. But even a long, warm shower had
failed to calm her nerves. She dried her hair and got dressed. Taking
some comfort in doing what she always did in the morning. There had to
be a way out of this mess. Some miracle that would restore her life to
normal and wake her up from this nightmare. As she left the bathroom,
Leah heard her mother call from the story below her. "Leah?" "Yes?"
"There's someone here to see you." "Who?" "Come down and see for
yourself, dear." Leah had a strong suspicion who it might be. Taren.
Otherwise, her mother would have said so. She had briefly told her
mother what her uncle had ordered her to do. Her mother had seemed
relieved, but she hadn’t nagged about it. Instead, she had kept her
questions to a minimum, as if she sensed Leah was too shocked to want
to talk about it. In fact, she didn’t even want to think or talk about the
mating. She wanted to forget the whole thing. But the people around her
wouldn’t forget. Particularly not if her so-called mate would become a
frequent visitor to her house. Leah heard muttered voices coming from
the living room as she moved closer. Fearing the meeting, yet it was
better to know. She stood in the doorway and looked inside. At the same
time, they stopped talking and turned their attention to her. Even if she
had moved silently, it felt like she had barged in. Leah stiffened when she
saw Taren wasn’t the only visitor. Three large men towered over her
mother. Each of them so large and broad, their living room suddenly felt
tiny. Their faces turned to her. Leah felt their eyes scan her entire body
from top to toe. As if they were weighing her, judging her. ——————
Waking Magic - Michael Anderle 2020-06-29
Solve a murder, save her mother, and stop the apocalypse? No problem.
She has a foul-mouthed troll on her side. For Austin homicide detective
Leira Berens, happy is running down bad guys and solving crimes. And
she's damn good at it. Which is why when the Light Elf prince is
murdered, the king breaks a centuries old treaty and crosses between
worlds to seek her help. Wait a minute. An Elf? Like from Lord of the
Rings or something? Yeah, Leira has a hard time accepting that. But it
doesn't matter what she believes. Magic is real, and it's coming back
with a bang. The prince's death was only the beginning. Tracking down
his killer is about more than just justice. It's saving the world. If you're
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looking for a heroine who prefers fighting to flirting, this book is for you.
Click the Buy Now button and start the adventure today. ---- NOTE: This
is an enhanced edition with a lot more story added inside each book.
Enjoy the updated adventures!
Called - Ell Clarke 2017-06-05
After earning access to a secret base beneath their safe house, Molly and
her team are beyond excited by the "toys" they find. However, before
they get to explore the super advanced tech and ships they find there,
they need to pass one more test. A test which may be more convoluted
and intriguing than they could possibly have imagined. Fighting
conspiracies, and outright assaults, Molly and her merry band find
themselves on a series of riling missions to save lives, and do the right
thing, against all odds. Sean Royale also seems to have a few more
surprises up his sleeve, and Maya Johnstone isn't going down without a
fight, leaving the General very few options. Set on the foundation laid by
the Kurtherian Gambit Series, The Ascension Myth tells an entirely new
story in the Age of Expansion--when the Etheric Empire is fast becoming
the Etheric Federation with all of the trials and tribulations that come
with bringing together different peoples, systems, and ideals.
Shadow Fleet - Justin Sloan 2017-12-27
There cannot be shadows without the light. Samantha and her black ops
team continue their romp across the universe to defeat the mindcontrolling Scrapulent, defeat the armada of space pirates, and save the
Three Kings of Orion. She might also finally learn who her father is. Join
the Shadow Corps as they destroy their enemy and ensure the safety of
all that is good. Fans of Destiny and Tech Mage love the action-packed
science fiction of the Shadow Corps mixed with space dragons and
magic.
Initiate - Joey Anderle 2018-09-11
Rule of Magic - Michael Anderle 2020-07-08
Magic is getting pushed closer to the breaking point. Leira Berens knows
how to hunt down criminals, but can the detective learn to harness her
new powers? She has allies in the Silver Griffins, and the necklace is
finally close, but it may already be too late. The mystery of Rhazdon
continues to unfold. Does anyone see the traitor in their midst? To win
this fight, Leira will have to train with Turner Underwood, a mysterious
and ancient Light Elf known as the Fixer. Join in the epic battle that will
pull everyone together in a fight to save two worlds. The story continues
in Rule of Magic. Click the Buy Now button and start the adventure
today. ---- NOTE: This is an enhanced edition with a lot more story added
inside each book. Enjoy the updated adventures!
Regulation 19 - P. T. Hylton 2014-03-25
Frank Hinkle is thrilled when he is unexpectedly released from prison,
but after a few days in his hometown he's going to wish he had stayed
safely behind bars. Things have changed in Rook Mountain, Tennessee,
since Frank went away. His brother Jake has been missing for seven
years, a fact no one bothered to share with Frank. His fun-loving buddy
Will is now a somber man known for his violent enforcement of the
town's bizarre new laws. Frank's sister-in-law Christine has a freezer
chest containing a collection of illegal objects and a severed head. As
Frank will soon learn, the only thing worse than being in Rook Mountain
is being outside of it. Outside of town is where the Unfeathered sing their
terrible song and wait for night to fall.
Co-Op - Joey Anderle 2018-09-27
Kaiden Jericho's life has been about rocking it like a solo artist, now he
has to deal with a partner. Who is he going to work with, and will that
partner be able to handle him... Including his (shall we say) slightly
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inflated ego of himself? Even if that ego is deserved, just a little? Chief is
learning to be a little more supportive, except when Chief of Security
Wulfson decides a few students deserve a little more intense training.
With all of the additional injuries Kaiden suffers in his extra-curricular
training, will he succumb to the blue goop pain killer? You don't become
the best of the best by staying alive. With the Animus, you are closer to
perfection with each death you suffer. For Kaiden Jericho, he'd rather
skip the death part, thank-you-very-much. In CO-OP Kaiden has to figure
out how best to work with a partner, someone who is as good in their
profession as he is in his. Join Kaiden as he learns about Nexus, the
Animus and the opportunities that one fight brought him. Never has
helping someone benefitted him so much. The future is looking bright,
except for the pain. Go up and click on the 'Read Now' button and enter
ANIMUS CO-OP. "I tried to not read this in one sitting but I failed
miserably." - Mental (From The Animus: Initiate) "It's extremely hard to
find such an interesting and exciting author who not only writes
intelligently but also provide top rated plots, characters and excitement
in the stories." - JMN4555 (From The Animus: Initiate) "This series is
already sucked me in pretty hard." - Amazon Customer (From The
Animus: Initiate) "Probably my favorite book I have read in the last
couple years and I read constantly." - wuxia fan (From The Animus:
Initiate) First Trilogy (year): ANIMUS - Book 01 CO-OP- Book 02 DEATH
MATCH- Book 03
The Savage Earth - P. T. Hylton 2017-04-26
It's been over a century since the humans lost the war for Earth. Cities
have been reclaimed by nature, and the planet is quiet and empty by day.
At night, feral vampires-more beast than man-roam the lands, hungry for
blood. The few thousand surviving humans live on a massive airship that
circles the Earth, moving with the rotation of the planet so it's always in
sunlight. Alexandria Goddard is a member of the elite Ground Mission
Team, a group tasked with making dangerous runs to the planet's
surface for the supplies needed to keep the ship airborne. But even as
the team fights for their people's survival, dangerous forces are working
against them. A growing movement aboard the airship believes it's time
for humans to resettle the Earth, and they are willing to go to extreme
measures to make their vision a reality. As the situation aboard the ship
becomes more desperate, Alex and her team discover a terrifying secret
about the vampires infesting the Earth. P.T. Hylton, author of Regulation
19 and the Zane Halloway series, and Jonathan Benecke, a bold new
voice in science fiction, bring you a post-apocalyptic vision of a world
where vampires rule, humanity is on the run, and safety is an illusion as
fleeting as a shadow.
Price of Freedom: A Military Space Opera Adventure - Michael Anderle
2019-08-30
Humanity's greatest export - Justice. Space is a dangerous place, even
for the wary, especially for the unprepared. The aliens have no idea.
Here comes the Bad Company. *** Price of Freedom is a 2018 Dragon
Award Finalist *** On Earth, parents told stories about the devil to
frighten children. But devils exist and from time to time, they find their
way here. Terry and Char, take the Bad Company's Direct Action Branch
into combat to rid a world beyond the borders of a new incursion. All it
will cost is the inhabitants' most advanced technology, a miniaturized
power supply that will revolutionize the Etheric Federation. Nathan
wants it, badly enough that he's made the mission non-negotiable.
Terry's hands are tied as he takes the team into the hot zone. Join Terry
and Char as the War Axe delivers the team to a planet well outside of
Federation space where they have to convince the local aliens that the
Bad Company is from the government and they're there to help. Join the
Bad Company as they fight an enemy from their worst nightmares. --PLEASE NOTE --- *NOTE: If cursing is a problem, then this might not be
for you.
Rebirth - Ell Leigh Clarke 2021-05-27
Molly is back from the dead. And now even more capable. But the
transformation is not without more serious issues. Problems that not
even ADAM can help with. Feeling cursed, she undergoes a Vision Quest.
The rest of the team prepare for the General's clandestine assignment
back at the base. But with the fate of the Federation hanging in the
balance, a question arises. Can Molly handle this next mission? --PLEASE NOTE --- Inside this book is cursing, amusing cursing, but
cursing nonetheless. If bad language offends you, perhaps this book is
not for you.
Dead West - J. M. Martin 2018-10
DEAD WEST takes elements of Deadwood, The Walking Dead, and Hell
on Wheels, puts it all in a big cask of TNT, then watches it go BOOM!
Collecting Those Poor, Poor Bastards and The Ten Thousand Things in a
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spectacular omnibus edition, this is 420+ pages of Weird Western,
Supernatural, Lovecraftian horror, with "strong female characters!" The
DEAD WEST OMNIBUS (vol. 1) puts half-Shoshone Nina Weaver, her
grizzled father Lincoln, and a motley crew of survivors and ne'er-do-wells
through a gauntlet of undead hordes and demonic forces from 'deaduns'
to giant, flying creatures, to hellish steam engines, to actual murders of
devil-crows. The Dead West series has it all. Guns, explosives,
bloodletting, necromancy, expletives, faith-magic, gore, betrayal, more
expletives, lots of true grit and high emotion! Brought to you in a
collaborative storyhouse style by the team of Tim Marquitz, J.M. Martin,
and Kenny Soward. "The writing is visceral in a style similar to Chuck
Wendig's...this is a high-octane story." --Ryan Lawler, Fantasy Book
Review "Unique, fresh, invigorating. Those Poor, Poor Bastards will sink
its teeth into you and leave you wanting more. It's a crime not to read
this right away." --Sarah Chorn, Bookworm Blues "Two parts bullets,
three parts shambling undead, one part Lovecraftian magic, and ALL
fast-paced action! This is one wild ride!" --Becca Butcher, Voluted Tales
Magazine
The Successful Author Mindset - Joanna Penn 2018-12-06
Being a writer is not just about typing. It's also about surviving the rollercoaster of the creative journey. Self-doubt, fear of failure, the need for
validation, perfectionism, writer's block, comparisonitis, overwhelm, and
much more. This book offers a survival strategy and ways to deal with
them all. Large Print edition.
Nomad Avenged - Craig Martelle 2017-08-03
They say that behind every great man is a great woman...but what if that
woman is a Werewolf? The reviews for the Terry Henry Walton
Chronicles are overwhelming. "These are FUN stories. I love feeling good
when I finish one." "I've read all these so far! I need more. A great story;
interesting and really keeps you reading!" "I recommend this book and
the entire series... It has become an obsession. This book resonates with
me so much. Great book for the times." A rogue Forsaken with the power
of a pod. He wants the purple-eyed Werewolf. He wants what's in
Cheyenne Mountain. Terry Henry Walton is the key to both. When the
Forsaken captures Terry, everyone's world gets turned upside down.
What will the Alpha and her pack do? What will become of the Force de
Guerre? Nomad Avenged - nonstop action from start to finish as Terry
and everyone he knows join the battle where only the winner gets to live.
"The saga of TH, Char, and the Force de Guerre continues full steam...
The characters are real in their interaction with each other. The story is
absolutely great. I love the honor, loyalty, and humor projected through
the book."
Halo: Bad Blood - Matt Forbeck 2018-06-26
An original full-length novel set in the Halo universe and based on the
New York Times bestselling video game series! Just hours following their
climactic battle on the Forerunner planet Genesis, the Spartans of Blue
Team and Fireteam Osiris find themselves running for their lives from
the malevolent machinations of the now-renegade artificial intelligence
Cortana. But even as they attempt to stay one step ahead, trouble seems
to find Spartan Edward Buck no matter where he turns. A secret mission
enacted by the Office of Naval Intelligence could possibly help turn the
tide, and has Buck reluctantly agreeing to reform his old team, AlphaNine. Because if the band is really getting back together for this one,
that means everybody—including the Spartan who Buck never wants to
see again, the one who committed the ultimate betrayal of trust…
Interstellar Mage - Glynn Stewart 2017-10-14
Mars destroyed his ship -- but gave him a new one. Mars drafted his
Mage -- for the good of humanity! He should have known that wouldn't
be the end of it... Captain David Rice has a new ship, a new crew, and a
new set of Jump Mages to carry him between the stars. All he wants is to
haul cargo, make money and keep his head down. His past, however, is
not so willing to let him go. An old enemy is reaching out from beyond
the grave to destroy any chance of peace or life for Captain Rice--and old
friends are only making things more complicated! All he wants is to be a
businessman, but as the death toll mounts he must decide what is more
important: his quiet life or the peace humanity has enjoyed for
centuries...
Never Submit - Michael Anderle 2018-04-25
One Last Hail Mary attack by those on Earth goes awry when the Queen
herself shows up with John Grimes along for the ride. Five puppies have
plans that surprise everyone. The Queen has a problem, and her closest
friends travel to Earth to find her a solution. It's time for an audience
with the King of Yoll, and he isn't going to like the outcome. Not one bit.
He has a secret he has been hiding, and those sneaky Aliens in space find
out what it is, and turn it against him. It's time to release the Queen
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Bitch for her final clean-up of Kurtherians - This area of the Galaxy will
never be the same, again. So grab your favorite drink, recline in your
favorite chair or bed or couch, and relax for just a moment or two,
because... Bethany Anne is BACK!
Bite This - Michael Anderle 2015-11-14
You take out one annoying vampire in revenge, and now you have to
clean up the mess? What a pain in the ... something. Bethany Anne and
crew are back! They need to grab a ship, figure out who is trying to dig
into her businesses, get their hands around the potential for creating an
A.I. and the ongoing mess with Anton and South America. One of these
days, she will get a break. Fortunately for us, it wasn't today. Got an
attitude? That's nice. Just don't show it around Bethany Anne. When she
slaps a face off, the whole head goes with it. Bite This, The Kurtherian
Gambit 04 follows the story after Love Lost. If you haven't read the
preceding books YOU PRETTY MUCH HAVE TO. These are a series and
many of the characters have been introduced in preceding volumes.
**Please note, as mentioned in another review, there is flagrantly foul
language in this novel. The main character does not have a problem with
cussing, just uninspired cussing.
Vigilante - Natalie Grey 2021-05-21
One man leaves the life of a lawman behind him and works to clean up a
new area in space. On the planet now known as High Tortuga, the mine
workers are far too close to being slaves so the ruler of the planet shut
them down. Except for the mine owned by Venfirdri Lan. He's taken his
mine off the grid and decided to keep everything running. With no need
to pay the workers, profits should be good. After all, who's going to stop
him? He had no idea there was a new type of man working for justice on
the planet. A man named Barnabas. In fact, he didn't even know who
Barnabas was. But he's about to. Barnabas may not be Ranger One
anymore, but one thing definitely has not changed: when someone
screws over the powerless, Barnabas is going to bring the pain. With a
bloodthirsty AI running his advanced spaceship, those who love evil
should start looking over their shoulders. Life just got a lot more fun. --NOTE: This book contains cursing. Perhaps humorous cursing, but
cursing nevertheless. If this offends you, I don't suggest reading this
book.
Sanctioned - Ell Leigh Clarke 2021-05-27
General Lance Reynolds needs Molly's team for a clandestine operation.
The only problem? It kicks off in one week, and the Syndicate needs
cleaning up once and for all. So what is a girl to do? Go on the offensive,
of course. But with the ultimate take down planned for the bad guys of
Planet Estaria, you know it's going to be EPIC. But at what cost? --PLEASE NOTE --- Inside this book is cursing, amusing cursing, but
cursing nonetheless. If bad language offends you, perhaps this book is
not for you.
Retribution - Charles Tillman 2020-07-27
Love Lost - Michael Anderle 2015-11-25
When one of Bethany Anne's loved one gets caught in the crossfire
between her and the Forsaken, she goes rabid in rage. She doesn't
believe in seeking peace and harmony, but rather revenge and mayhem.
Continuing the story of Bethany Anne and TQB team, Love Lost picks up
after Queen Bitch. She works to complete both her business and military
team leads and we meet Stephen's daughter Gabrielle as plans are made
to exact revenge South of the Border. You don't touch one of Bethany
Anne's loved ones and get away with it, no matter how far away you live.
**Please note, as mentioned in another review, there is flagrantly foul
language in this novel. The main character does not have a problem with
cussing, just uninspired cussing.
Cadicle Omnibus (Volumes 1 - 3) - Amy DuBoff 2016-03-31
The galaxy-spanning Taran Empire is in the throes of a secret
interdimensional war... When Cris Sietinen leaves Tararia as a teenager
to learn more about his prohibited telekinetic abilities, he thinks he's
started a new life. Years later, he learns that freedom was always an
illusion--he and his family are at the center of an elaborate galactic
conspiracy orchestrated by the governing Priesthood. Genetic
engineering, political manipulation, and preordained destinies converge
when Cris and his son Wil learn of a secret interdimensional war against
the mysterious Bakzen. But the real enemy may be far closer to home.
With knowledge of the Priesthood's hidden agenda and its disastrous
political ramifications for the Taran empire, Cris and Wil embark on a
mission to save their civilization from certain destruction. This omnibus
contains the first three volumes in the Cadicle space opera series, an
epic science-fantasy space opera spanning three generations across sixty
years.
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Pew! Pew! Volume 1 - M. Cooper 2017-05-23
9 Comedic space opera tales of big spaceships, poor life decisions, and
lots of Pew! Follow the adventures of swashbuckling heroes and heroines
who forgot their swash and didn't do up their buckles as they gallivant
across the stars, saving the downtrodden and trodding on some of the
down. Delta-Team: A "Simple" Kidnapping - M. D. Cooper The Methane
Lake of Excruciating Tedium - Felix R. Savage The Last Bounty - Barry J.
Hutchison Spaceberg - M. Pax Attack of the Killer Bees - Chris J. Pike
Brewing Trouble - Amy DuBoff Dodging Fate - Zen DiPietro Gli+ch Drew Avera Bat Johnson, the Mad Mortician of Mars - Rachel Aukes
Death Becomes Her - Michael Anderle 2015-11-03
What you thought you knew about Vampires and Werewolves is
wrong...So Very, Very, Wrong. A thousand years of effort to keep the
UnknownWorld hidden is unraveling and the Patriarch is tired. He needs
to find someone to take over.He finds Bethany Anne.Unknown, untested
and untried she sets out to accomplish the impossible while forging a
new future. One that no one knew was in danger.And she does it with an
attitude that will make you stand up and cheer!They say a dress can
make a women, but in this case, the dress is Death,and Death Becomes
Her very well indeed.***An Amazon Best-Selling Series, The Kurtherian
Gambit has turned the relationship of author and fans upside down.Treat
yourself to a fun, exciting and thrilling ride by starting The Kurtherian
Gambit series today and you will ask yourself the same question others
have: When will I sleep?
Into the Chaos - James Rosone 2022-02-08
A terrible massacre was discovered??Did the same fate befall
Sumer?Captain Brian Royce brings Hadad to his home planet, which
shows obvious signs of battle. Did any of his family survive?Where are all
the children?did the Zodarks take them?Admiral Miles Hunt finds himself
appointed to a new position beyond his current skillset. He now has to
become more than just a ship captain and fleet commander??He must
become the Viceroy of the Milky Way Galaxy.On Alpha Centauri, an
archaeology team makes a discovery that sends shockwaves through the
Republic-a discovery so profound it could cause a division and a potential
split within the alliance.The newly deployed 2nd Republic Army Group on
the planet Intus finds itself the vanguard of the alliance's efforts to
liberate the remaining Primord planets. As the Zodark forces are
continually pushed back, the alliance edges closer to bringing the war to
the enemies' core worlds.Can Miles Hunt become the leader humanity
needs him to become?Will the 2nd Republic Army Group survive a
gruesome battle on a frozen planet?Join us as book four uncovers
another piece to the puzzle that ties humanity to more than just Earth
and the Milky Way Galaxy.
Shadow Mystic - Justin Sloan 2019-05-14
When the existence of humanity is threatened, call on the Shadow Corps.
Book 4 in the Shadow Corps series. Sam has been on a mission,
assassinating alien threats, but the final days are upon us-the enemy is
on our doorstep.They won't stay there for long if the Shadow Corps has
anything to say about it.Winning this fight will require training on distant
planets, great sacrifices, and learning to trust new friends. Don't leave
Sam to face the final showdown on her own. Grab your copy today!
Ad Astra - Kevin McLaughlin 2018-10-03
Dan Wynn wanted to explore space more than life itself, but a tragic
accident left him too injured for NASA's space program. Second chances
don't come along every day, so when an old friend offered him one, he
grabbed on with both hands. The next thing Dan knew, he was on the
moon, piloting humanity's first starship while fighting his way through
one peril after another. Little did Dan know that simple offer was
anything but, and would lead him to the stars far beyond our own. The
risks are great. But if life knocked you down, what would you gamble to
have one more shot at your dreams? Excerpt: "Dan - ad astra!" Dan
heard the order. Ad astra. To the stars. It was a toast the two of them
had shared back in college, when they first stepped onto the roads which
would lead them into space. It had been John's idea to use the toast as a
code word now. Dan didn't even take a deep breath before executing the
order. He'd practiced this with Majel enough times in the simulator - not
the part about having a gunman in the bridge, but if that order was ever
given, it would be a true crisis. He checked the screen again. Visual
range in only fifteen seconds. No time for anything else. He rapidly
initiated the program, said a quick prayer, and pressed the Enter button
on his keyboard. Immediately, the ship began to shudder. This book is a
heavily revised second edition of the original volume. The story length
has been increased by about 60%, adding enormously more background
to the characters and deepening of the personality of the world and
crew. If you've already read the first edition, you won't need to read this
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version to catch up - but fans of the series are sure to enjoy this
expanded and improved "Author's Preferred Edition"!
The Secret War - Matt Myklusch 2012-06-26
Twelve-year-old Jack may be the Imagine Nation's only hope of fending
off a new Rustov attack, with the help of his fellow superheroes-intraining, but the virus he carries, and Jonas's suspicions, provide new
complications.
Starship's Mage: Omnibus - Glynn Stewart 2014-12-15
In a galaxy tied together by the magic of the elite Jump Magi, Damien
Montgomery is a newly graduated member of their number. With no
family or connections to find a ship, he is forced to service on an
interstellar freighter known to be hunted by pirates. When he takes
drastic action to save the Blue Jay from their pursuers, he sets in motion
a sequence of events beyond his control – and attracts enemies on both
sides of the law! Starship’s Mage was originally released as five separate
episodes.
The Daedalus Job - M. D. Cooper 2020-05-18
Jax Bremen is an outlaw... sort of...Within the L, a tri-star system located
inside the Aquilian Nebula, Jax makes a living trading and smuggling
whatever goods pay the best. So far, he's avoided being caught with
anything too damning in his ship's holds, but when he takes a job for
Korinth, an infamous arms dealer, all that changes.The haul is worth ten
times his ship, and when the contents gets him embroiled in a tug of war
between the major political factions of the L, Jax has to keep the
criminals he works for from discovering that he's playing both sides.
Hell, he just might have to play all the sides to navigate the tangled web
he's in.Every move he makes to get free of the quagmire draws him in
deeper until Jax finds himself on the hook to run the hardest job he's ever
undertaken: rob the Daedalus, a military cruiser escorting a convoy
through the Maelstrom.Sure. Cakewalk, right?Grab the explosive first
book in a new Space Opera thrill ride from NYT Bestselling Author M.D.
Cooper. It's perfect for fans of Elizabeth Moon, Ken Lozito, and Craig
Alanson.
Dealing in Magic - Martha Carr 2020-07-17
Winter's Orbit - Everina Maxwell 2021-02-02
A Sunday Times Bestseller! A 2022 Alex Award Winner! “Sparks fly”
(NPR) in Everina Maxwell’s gut-wrenching and romantic space opera
debut. Prince Kiem, a famously disappointing minor royal and the
Emperor's least favorite grandchild, has been called upon to be useful for
once. He's commanded to fulfill an obligation of marriage to the
representative of the Empire's newest and most rebellious vassal planet.
His future husband, Count Jainan, is a widower and murder suspect.
Neither wants to be wed, but with a conspiracy unfolding around them
and the fate of the empire at stake they will have to navigate the thorns
and barbs of court intrigue, the machinations of war, and the long
shadows of Jainan's past, and they'll have to do it together. So begins a
legendary love story amid the stars. Like Ancillary Justice meets Red,
White and Royal Blue, Winter’s Orbit is perfect for fans of Lois McMaster
Bujold. “High-pitched noises escaped me; I shouted, more than once,
'Now kiss!' ... in a world so relentlessly uncertain, there’s a powerfully
simple pleasure in the experience of a promise kept.” —The New York
Times Book Review At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Activated - Ell Clarke 2017-05-17
In the Future, Even the Broken Can Make a Change... When Molly gets
called onto a case that she is uniquely qualified for, the team discovers a
little more about her past. In the race against the clock to prevent the
city of Spire from being subjected to a deadly toxin, it takes both new
team members and new allies working together in order to save the
millions of lives. Meanwhile, problems continue on the political scene,
and exciting progress is made with the investigation into the strange
door in the safe house basement. Set on the foundation laid by the
Kurtherian Gambit Series, The Ascension Myth tells an entirely new story
in the Age of Expansion--when the Etheric Empire is fast becoming the
Etheric Federation with all of the trials and tribulations that come with
bringing together different peoples, systems, and ideals.
Adventures of the Starship Satori: Book 1-6 Complete Library - Kevin
Mclaughlin 2019-02-18
Collected together for the first time, read the opening six-book arc of
USA Today Bestseller Kevin McLaughlin's epic starship Satori series!Dan
Wynn thought he was grounded forever, but was given one last shot at
the stars. Beth Wynn figured she'd never see her ex-husband again, until
the adventure of a lifetime brought them back together.John Carraway,
billionaire businessman with a secret: an ancient starship with an intact
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wormhole drive.Charline Foster, rogue hacker with a brilliant past.
Andrew Wakefield, former elite soldier and the son John never
had.Together they would embark on a journey that launched humanity
into the stars, and face perils that threaten not only their lives, but the
future of everyone on Earth.
Orion Rising - M. D. Cooper 2017-06-21
The war will come-it is inevitable. After centuries of struggle, the ISF
Intrepid has finally brought its colonists to New Canaan, a star system
better than any they had imagined. The colonists made landfall and
began to build their new home, far from the troubles of Sol and the Inner
Stars. Yet no one in the Orion Arm has forgotten that the colonists
possess the most valuable technology known to humankind, least of all
Tanis Richards-as she secretly prepares to defend New Canaan against
any and all aggressors. Now things have come to a head. A Transcend
fleet has invaded New Canaan, and a Hegemony of Worlds fleet on its
way. Tanis Richards must defeat a rogue AI that has its own designs for
humanity's future, while saving her people from invaders. General,
governor, commander of twenty thousand warships, Tanis Richards
stands on the edge of a precipice. If she jumps, she will draw all of
humanity into total war.
Tales from the Kurtherian Universe - Ian Nicholson 2018-01-30
A multitude of Kurtherian Gambit Fans. Eight stories. One amazing book.
The Kurtherian fans have come together to create a book by the fans - for
the fans. Step inside and take a peek at stories inspired by the wonderful
world of the KGU. The Kurtherian Universe Expands, by Micky Cocker A
poem to kick introduce our collection of stories Holi's Savior, by N.D.
Roberts On the alien world Castellegia, brave young Holi fights for the
survival of her ragged band of orphans. Who will save them from the
green-eyed mutants who stalk the night? Justice calls upon Castellegia at
the moment all is lost for Holi. A story of strength, determination, and
the softer side of everybody's favorite benevolent dictator. Last
Adventure First, by S.E. Weir Phina just wants to be a spy and use her
self-taught hacker skills to help the Etheric Empire. She embarks on one
last adventure to try and make her best friend's wish come true. All it
takes is a little B&E and some access pass forgery- no big deal for
Phina's skills. But with a mystery man talking in her head and tracking
her every move, and a confrontation with leaders of the Etheric Empire,
Phina might get more than she bargained for. Renegade,by Erika Everest
I am one of the Drakis, the enhanced warriors of our race. Our Gods have
sent us to fight ignorance and injustice in the universe, and to bring
peace and enlightenment instead. On the planet I am assigned to, I meet
a native who is not grateful for our help. In fact, she despises us for our
interference. Her attitude challenges my entire worldview. Is my cause
truly as noble as I have always believed? Or is it something more
sinister? And what are the God's real intentions for the Drakis? Sarah
Jennifer's First Samhain, By N.D. Roberts How do you survive an eternity
alone? Sarah Jennifer Walton had it all. A family, a purpose, a husband.
Not anymore. Loss has shaped her into a true nomad, wandering the
country in a bid to outrun her pain. A chance encounter and a little
magic could be the answer to Sarah Jennifer's prayers. Set on the
foundation of The Terry Henry Walton Chronicles this reconciles the past
with the future, and a hidden destiny. The Terrorist Within, by James
Gartside The Meredith Reynolds is a beacon of hope to many in the
federation, but to one young girl it is a symbol of everything she wants to
destroy. Dark Savior, by Ian Nicholson What will you do for the one you
love? How will you face your worst nightmares? Something sinister is
lurking in the dark of New York City, preying on those abandoned by
society. Young runaway Adam tries to rescue his best friend, but he ends
up caught as well. They have little time and no hope left. Because when
monsters are real who can step up to fight them and set things right? Till
The End Comes, by James Gartside The Kurtherians created them to
fulfill a need. What happens if they are no longer needed? Do they face
obliteration or freedom? Join Michael Anderle and LMBPN Publishing in
celebrating these newly published authors!
The Alien Adventures of Finn Caspian #1: The Fuzzy Apocalypse Jonathan Messinger 2020-09-22
Explorer Troop 301 tries to save an exploding planet from a fluffy bunny
and a devious alien in the first book of this funny, highly illustrated
chapter book series based on the award-winning kids’ podcast! Eightyear-old Finn is the first kid born in space and he spends his days looking
for a new planet to call him with his three best friends and his robot,
Foggy. He’s used to wild, galaxy hopping adventures. But when Explorer
Troop 301 gets stuck on a planet that’s about to explode, Finn and his
friends will have to face giant aliens, a leader with mind control powers,
and one evil, fluffy bunny rabbit in order to save the planet . . . and
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themselves. Blast off into a brand-new adventure inspired by the popular
award-winning kids’ podcast! Like the podcast, the books are sort of like
Scooby-Doo meets Buffy the Vampire Slayer in space. The story centers
on Finn Caspian, an 8-year-old boy aboard The Famous Marlowe 280
Interplanetary Exploratory Space Station. He and his friends Abigail,
Elias, and Vale are Explorers Troop 301, taking off from the Marlowe to
explore uncharted planets, help the occasional alien, and solve a mystery
that threatens to destroy the Marlowe. The books in this series are for
kids ages 7 to 12 looking for a funny, illustrated story to tear through.
They contain no violence, a little bit of suspense, and some aliens who
are real chuckleheads...
Dawn Arrives - Ell Leigh Clarke 2020-09-23
It's dark outside, but hope will not be defeated. Michael, Akio, Yuko and
the rest are searching for the pieces necessary to put together a craft
which Michael hopes will take him to Bethany Anne. But first, there are
idiots in his way, seeking the same parts and intend to take them. By
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force. The challenge is they will find out what 'force' truly means when
they dare to go up against the Dark Messiah. One way or another,
Michael will get back to Bethany Anne. Download and read the finish to
The Second Dark Ages today!
Hounds of God - Justin Sloan 2018-08-16
Raised by Werewolves known as the "Hounds of God," Katherine is
trained to kill. She is the ultimate weapon - the only of her kind that can
change partially and at will. When she finds a chance at freedom, she
leaps at it and goes in search of a cure. Her journeys take her to
underground temples and on a run for her life as she's hunted by a
powerful half-vampire. She uncovers new secrets about herself and her
kind, and learns that her powers are greater than she ever imagined.
Katherine has her honor, her friends, and her training. If that's not going
to be enough to take down her hunter and a new organization of evil...
She'll have to embrace the beast within and become the hero she was
meant to be.
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